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Abstract: Now-a-days, the memory devices are susceptible to 

Single Event Upsets (SEU) which is one of the soft errors due to 

radiation effects. Though several error correcting codes (ECC) 

are available, the simplest and effective ECC for memory 

application is Difference Set Cyclic Codes (DSCC). These codes 

are Majority logic decodable codes. This method of error 

correction will lead to Silent Data Corruption (SDC) in which 

the additional errors beyond the code’s correction capability are 

not detected. This SDC will provide faulty word after decoding 

which actually looks like error free corrected word. This is 

because the existing method assumes that the input word 

contains error which is less than the error correction capability 

and it tends to correct the additional errors, resulting in wrong 

output. The proposed algorithm will eliminate the SDC and 

detect the any number of additional errors. The proposed 

algorithm is coded in VHDL and simulated using Modelsim and 

Xilinx ISE simulator 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

SEU are considered as soft errors which became a 

primary problem for commercial and terrestrial 

applications. Generally these errors are caused by radiation 

effects in semiconductor devices. The radiation effects can 

reverse or flip the data state of a memory cell, register, latch 

or flip-flops[1]. The three mechanism responsible for SEU 

is (a).Reaction of high energy neutrons with silicon and 

other device materials, (b).Reaction of low energy cosmic 

neutrons with the high concentration of 10B in the device 

materials. In order to eliminate the SEU occurring in 

memory devices, there are several methods have been 

proposed. One of them is Triple Modular Redundancy 

(TMR). TMR is a special case of von Neumann method 

consisting of three versions of the design in parallel, with a 

majority vector selecting the correct output. The complexity 

overhead of this method is three times plus the complexity 

of the majority vector compared to the other method. Thus 

the power consumption of this method is larger leading to 

failure of this method. And also the convenience and the 

accuracy are very low in this method [2]. 
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Another method which is used to correct the SEU is ECC. 

There are several codes has been introduced in ECC. They 

are Single Error Correcting-Double Error Detecting(SEC-

DED), Double Error Correcting-Triple Error 

Detecting(DEC-TED), Repetitions, Parity checkers, 

Hamming Codes, Reed Muller and BCH codes, Reed 

Solomen Codes, Low Density Parity Check codes (LDPC), 

Convolutional Codes and Turbo Codes.[3][4]. SRAM 

failures have been generally corrected using ECC codes. 

One of them is SEC-DED method which detects two errors 

and able to correct only one error. This method is very 

simple, but when the codeword is of    multi Bit Upsets 

(MUB), which is the major contributor of soft errors, this 

SEC-DED method may not be sufficient to meet the 

reliability goals [5].  

DEC-TED is used in memory applications and it uses 

simple single cycle implementation instead of multi-cycle 

decoding in communication system [6]. Since there are 

multiple soft errors in memories, we need a special code 

which is capable of correcting multiple errors. One of such 

codes is Reed Muller codes [8]. The usual multi error 

correction codes such as Reed-Solomon(RS) Bose-

Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) are proposed later. These 

codes uses more sophisticated decoding algorithms like 

floating point operations, logarithms. Also it uses iterative 

algorithms. Hence both the codes seem to be very complex 

and increased computational costs [4]. Among many ECC 

codes they revised that the LDPC codes are the best codes 

which are used in many application for error correction [10]. 

Difference Set Cyclic Codes (DSCC) is one of the LDPC 

codes which is the very simplest and most suitable method 

for error correction in memory applications [16]. These 

codes are majority logic decidable codes. Majority logic 

decoding detection of errors generally requires ‘n’ clock 

cycles for ‘n’ bit word in memory. This is overcome by 

having only three clock cycles for error detection since the 

DSCC have that special property [17]. The DSCC can 

correct only specified no of SEU for all size word. When 

the error rate exceeds that limit then the existing Majority 

logic Decoding has failed to detect the additional error. This 

is called Silent Data Corruption (SDC). This paper 

concentrates on detecting the additional errors. The rest of 

this paper is organized as follows Section II provides an 

overview of the DSCC using the Majority Logic Decoding 

(MLD) method; Section III discusses about DSCC with 

prior Error detection; Section IV illustrates the improved 

error detection by avoiding SDC. Section V provides the 

simulation results and finally the Section   VI   provides the 

conclusion. 
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II.PRELIMINARIES 

Difference set codes were introduced by Rudolph and 

Weldon which relies on the concept of perfect difference 

set. DSCCs are one-step ML decodable codes with high 

error-correction capability and are linear cyclic block codes. 

1)Perfect Difference Set: DSCCs work on the difference-set 

concept for which a brief description follows. Given a set P 

and a difference of the elements D, we have 

   P = {l0, l1,….q} (0 ≤  l1 < l2 … < lq  ≤ (q+1))                (1) 

 

   D = {li – lj : i ≠ j}                                                      (2) 

The perfect difference set must satisfy the three following 

Conditions, 

1) All positive differences in D are distinct. 

2) All negative differences in D are distinct. 

3) If li – lj is a negative difference in D, then q(q+1) + 1 + ( 

li – lj) is not equal to any positive difference in D. 

DSCC Construction: For a binary code, the perfect 

difference-set is constructed using the relationship   

q = 2s : s Є N        (3) 

Using the set elements as powers in the terms of the 

polynomial z(X)  

          z(X) = 1 + Xl1 + Xl2 + … + Xlq                           (4) 

 and the syndrome polynomial h(X)  for the difference-set, 

the cyclic code is given by the greatest common divisor of 

z(X) and XN + 1 

          (5) 

Finally, the DSCC code is generated b 

             (6) 

DSCC Parameters: Besides from the definitions and 

equations previously explained, the following parameters 

completely define the DSCC codes(see table I): 
 

• Code length: N = 22s + 2s + 1 . 

• Message bits: k = 22s + 2s - 3s . 

• Parity-check bits: (N-k) = 3s + 1 . 

• Minimum distance: d = 2s + 2. 

As {0 ≤ l1≤ l2 ≤…….. ≤ lq ≤ q(q+1)  is a perfect 

difference-set, not two polynomials wi(X) and wj(X),given 

by (7), can have any common term except Xn-1, for i ≠ j: 

  (7) 

Thus, w0(X), w1(X),………., w2
s(X)  form a set of J =  2s 

+ 1polynomials orthogonal on the bit at position XN-1.  

This implies that there will be J = 2s + 1 parity check-

sums able to correct up to tML = 2(s-1) errors. These 

difference set cyclic codes are decoded using majority logic 

decoder. The ML decoder is a simple and powerful decoder, 

capable of correcting multiple bit-flips depending on the 

number of parity check equations. It consists of four parts:  

1. cyclic shift register;  

2. XOR matrix;  

3. majority gate; and  

4. XOR for correcting the codeword bit under decoding, 

For example, the memory word of size (73, 45), there are 73 

cyclic shift registers, 9 XOR gates, 1 majority gate circuit 

and 1 XOR gate for correction of errors. 

Table 1.  Difference Set Code Parameters. 

Code length (n) Message bit (k) Correctable errors (t) 

21 11 2 

73 45 4 

273 191 8 

1057 813 16 

The difference set cyclic codes for (73, 45) has 

28,25,22,16,12,8,6,4,0 as generator polynomial and 

45,42,36,29,25,10,2,0 as difference set polynomial. With 

the help of this polynomial, the ex-or inputs are derived. 

The input to Ex-or is put up in table 2 for (73, 45) input 

word. 

II. MLD WITH PRIOR ERROR DETECTION 

The drawback of the MLD is that it requires n clock cycles 

for n-bit word to detect the error. If suppose a (73, 45) word 

would require 73 clock cycles to complete its action even 

when there is no error in the word. Hence it is a waste of 

time even when there is no error. With the help of 

properties of DSCC, the prior error detection is carried out 

with just three clock cycles 

Table 2 EX-OR Inputs using difference set codes for 

(73,45)  input word 

 
Fig 1. MLD structure with prior error detection circuit

 
Fig 2. Control Circuit 

 

 

 

 

Difference-
set 

polynomial 

0 2 10 24 25 26 36 42 45 

Difference  2 8 14 1 4 7 6 3 

          

XOR_IN 1 72 70 62 48 47 43 36 30 27 

XOR_IN 2 72 64 50 49 45 38 32 29 1 

XOR_IN 3 72 58 57 43 46 40 37 9 7 

XOR_IN 4 72 71 67 60 44 51 23 21 13 

XOR_IN 5 72 68 61 55 52 24 22 14 0 

XOR_IN 6 72 65 59 56 28 26 18 4 3 

XOR_IN 7 72 66 63 35 33 25 11 10 6 

XOR_IN 8 72 69 41 39 31 17 16 12 5 

XOR_IN 9 72 44 42 34 20 19 15 8 2 

XOR_IN 1 72 70 62 48 47 43 36 30 27 
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. If there is no error, then the extra computation is avoided. 

The prior error detection is done with the help of prior error 

detection-control circuit shown in Fig.1. The control circuit  

is able to check error for three consecutive cycles which is 

shown in Fig.2. 

IV. IMPROVED ERROR DETECTION MLD (IED-MLD) 

TO AVOID SDC 

The existing method failed to detect the additional errors 

when the errors exceed the correctable errors (t). Hence the 

Silent Data Corruption occurs. To make clear idea about 

SDC, let us consider (73, 45)  error prone input word which 

can be corrected only when the no of errors are 4. When 

there are more than 4 error occurs, the existing method 

assumes it as 4 errors and gives a wrong output which looks 

like a correctable code word. Hence a new detection 

sequence is introduced in order to detect the additional 

errors. Since the properties of difference set cyclic code is 

such a way that the error detection is possible in just three 

clock cycles. This paper explains about the avoidance of 

SDC using additional clock cycles. Once after the error 

correction is done then the input is fed to the shift register 

for additional error detection. 

Fig 3 IED-MLD 

There is also another method which is able to avoid SDC. 

In that method, the majority gate output is counted for error 

correction. If the majority gate output is more than 

correctable errors, then it is possible that the SDC is 

eliminated and can be reported as uncorrectable error.   

 

 
Fig 4.Flow chart representing the algorithm for IED-MLD 

avoiding SDC 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The modified algorithm and the existing MLD with prior 

error detection for the input word (73,45) using Difference 

Set Cyclic Codes is coded in VHDL and simulated using 

MENTOR GRAPHICS front end (Model sim 10.a) and 

Xilinx ISE simulator. Fig 4 shows the simulation result for 

the existing MLD representing that it is able to detect and 

correct only the fixed no of correctable errors. Fig 5 shows 

the simulation result for the proposed algorithm. 
 

 

Fig 5. Simulation result for MLD with prior error detection. 

 
 

Fig 6 Simulation result for IED-MLD detecting 

uncorrectable errors 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the elimination of Silent Data Corruption is 

avoided by using the newly presented algorithm. The 

Difference Set Cyclic Codes has the property that error 

detection is done in three clock cycles which makes this 

code to be widely used in memory application. The 

proposed schemes ensure that uncorrectable errors that 

exceed the error correction capability of the code are always 

detected.   
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The proposed method requires just three additional clock 

cycles to eliminate the SDC. This proposed method is 

finally coded in VHDL and simulated using Modelsim and 

ISE simulator. 
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